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Hob Osterlund moved to Hawai'i after being visited in a dream by an ancestor, Martha Beckwith,
author of the monumental classic, Hawaiian Mythology. It was there, on the island of Kaua'i,
where she happened upon a few courting albatross and felt an inexplicable attraction to the birds
—an attraction too powerful to be explained by their beguiling airbrushed eye shadows,
enormous wingspans, and rollicking dances. In Hawaiian mythology, ancestors may occupy the
physical forms of animals known as 'aumakua. Laysan albatross—known as moli—are among
them. Smitten with these charismatic creatures, Osterlund set out to learn everything she could
about moli. She eventually came to embrace them as her 'aumakua—not as dusty old myths on
a museum bookshelf, but as breathing, breeding, boisterous realities. Albatross sport many
superlative qualities. They live long—sometimes longer than sixty years—and spend the
majority of their time airborne, gliding across vast oceanic expanses. They are model mates and
devoted parents, and are among the only animals known to take long-term same-sex partners.
In nesting season, they rack up inconceivable mileage just to find supper for chicks waiting on
the islands of the Hawaiian archipelago. It is from the island of Kaua'i that Holy Moli takes flight.
Osterlund relates a true tale of courage, celebration and grief—of patience, affection and
resilience. This is the story of how albatross guided the author on her own long journey, retracing
distances and decades, back to the origin of a binding bargain she struck when she was ten
years old, shortly after her mother’s death. Holy Moli is a natural history of the albatross, a
moving memoir of grief, and a soaring tribute to ancestors. Within its pages are lyrics of wonder
—for freedom, for beauty, and for the far-flung feathered creatures known to us as albatross.

“Who knew I could fall in love with a bird called the albatross? Hob Osterlund did, that s who.
And in Holy Moli she ll make you fall in love with them—and her—too, in this moving and
fascinating book about birds, loss, and finding a true home in the world.”Cheryl Strayed, Author
of #1 New York Times Bestseller Wild: Lost and Found on the Pacific Crest Trail“Hob Osterlund
is a witness to beauty. Her words ground that sacred witnessing on the page with joyous
revelations, not without sorrow. The full range of emotion is hers. I look forward to her ongoing
relationship of wonder with the albatross.”Terry Tempest Williams, Author of Refuge: An
Unnatural History of Family and Place"The Gulf Coast artist, Walt Anderson, calls birds ‘holes in
heaven through which a man or woman may pass.’ The New Mexican sage, Martín Prechtel,
calls them ‘an almost molecular presence in our psyches and souls.’ In the spirit of these seers,
an orphan named Hob set forth with indefatigable wit, curiosity, eloquence, and a camera
named for her departed mom, made a dual home for herself both on the north shore of Kauai
and smack dab in the heart of Jesus’ adage Consider the fowls of the air, and the very skies
have been served by the interspecies communion that has resulted. Holy Moli is a healing; a



hoot; a transmission of gravity-defying wonder.”David James Duncan, Author of The River Why
andThe Brothers K“I read Holy Moli with mounting amazement. It’s wonderfully informative; Hob
Osterlund also knows the albatross in the deepest sense, beyond science. It’s written with wit
and humor and passion and love and pain. It’s lively and vibrant and vigorous. It’s imaginative
and speculative and shimmering with implication and intimation. You cannot help but turn the
page, which is a delicious thing to say of any book. It’s about a riveting creature unlike any other
in the world and perhaps the universe. It’s about reverence and respect and resurrection. Quietly
and shyly it’s also about the author, which is how books in which the author appears ought to be
and hardly ever are. It’s a remarkable book that I still think about a lot long after I finished reading
it, which seems to me the sign of a Very Fine Book Indeed. I hang that sign on this book with
confidence and something very much like awe.”Brian Doyle, Author of The Plover and Mink
River“Hob is one helluva writer and Holy Moli is holy-crap good. Lyrical, uplifting, heart-breaking,
sweet and a whole lot else.”Scott Weidensaul, Pulitzer Prize finalist for Living on the Wind:
Across the Hemisphere With Migratory Birds“Holy Moli is a labor of love. The love of magic. The
magic of hope. And that’s just the book. Just wait till you meet the birds and the people whose
faith tends them. A million years in the making, this is a story of a rekindling of Life’s most
blessedly fierce and fiercely sacred flame: return. Renewal. No better tale exists. Lesser tales
need not apply.”Carl Safina, Author of Eye of the Albatross: Visions of Hope and Survival and
Beyond Words: What Animals Think and Feel "I love Hob’s writing. Her stories are delightful,
entertaining and intimate. Because of her rare ability to take us inside the lives of these amazing
birds, the albatross may fly onto center stage among charismatic animals, just as penguins did a
few years ago.”Stacey O’Brien, Author of New York Times bestseller Wesley the Owl: The
Remarkable Love Story of an Owl and His Girl“Holy Moli is a remarkable story of observation
and healing, of loss and adaptation, of curiosity and wisdom. From the early death of her mother
to her present-day role as citizen scientist, Hob Osterlund takes us on fascinating journeys into
her family’s past and the daily life of albatross colonies on Kauai. Her affection for these
extraordinary birds makes this book a winner. I loved every page.”Hope Edelman, Author
ofMotherless Daughters--This text refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionA natural
history of the albatross woven with the author’s moving homage to her ancestors. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorHob Osterlund is an award-winning writer and
photographer whose work has appeared in National Geographic Explorer, The New York Times,
Nature, and more. In her previous career, she served as an advanced practice nurse in a large
medical center; now she devotes her time to her lifelong passion for wildlife. As Founder of the
Kaua?i Albatross Network, she serves as Habitat Liaison for private property owners who host
Laysan albatross, an iconic species that’s begun to repopulate its ancient home in the Hawaiian
Islands. She lives on Kaua?i with her partner. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read
more
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ADVANCE PRAISE FOR Holy Mōlī“Who knew I could fall in love with a bird called the albatross?
Hob Osterlund did, that’s who. And in Holy Mōlī she’ll make you fall in love with them—and her—
too, in this moving and fascinating book about birds, loss, and finding a true home in the
world.”—CHERYL STRAYED, author of #1 New York Times bestseller Wild: Lost and Found on
the Pacific Crest Trail“Holy Mōlī is a labor of love. The love of magic. The magic of hope. And
that’s just the book. Just wait till you meet the birds and the people whose faith tends them. A
million years in the making, this is a story of a rekindling of Life’s most blessedly fierce and
fiercely sacred flame: return. Renewal. No better tale exists. Lesser tales need not apply.”—
CARL SAFINA, author of Eye of the Albatross: Visions of Hope and Survival and Beyond Words:
What Animals Think and Feel“I read Holy Mōlī with mounting amazement. It’s wonderfully
informative; Hob Osterlund also knows the albatross in the deepest sense, beyond science. It’s
written with wit and humor and passion and love and pain. It’s lively and vibrant and vigorous. It’s
imaginative and speculative and shimmering with implication and intimation. You cannot help but
turn the page, which is a delicious thing to say of any book. It’s about a riveting creature unlike
any other in the world and perhaps the universe. It’s about reverence and respect and
resurrection. Quietly and shyly it’s also about the author, which is how books in which the author
appears ought to be and hardly ever are. It’s a remarkable book that I still think about a lot long
after I finished reading it, which seems to me the sign of a Very Fine Book Indeed. I hang that
sign on this book with confidence and something very much like awe.”—BRIAN DOYLE, author
of The Plover and Mink River“The Gulf Coast artist, Walt Anderson, calls birds ‘holes in heaven
through which a man or woman may pass.’ The New Mexican sage, Martín Prechtel, calls them
‘an almost molecular presence in our psyches and souls.’ In the spirit of these seers, an orphan
named Hob set forth with indefatigable wit, curiosity, eloquence, and a camera named for her
departed mom, made a dual home for herself both on the north shore of Kaua‘i and smack dab
in the heart of Jesus’ adage Consider the fowls of the air, and the very skies have been served
by the interspecies communion that has resulted. Holy Mōlī is a healing; a hoot; a transmission
of gravity-defying wonder.”—DAVID JAMES DUNCAN, author of The River Why and The
Brothers K“It is an act of profound courage for any human being to decide, in these
environmentally cataclysmic times, to love a wild thing completely. Hob Osterlund was put on
earth to bear witness to the Kaua‘i Mōlī; and in telling that story, reconnect us to our own.”—PAM
HOUSTON, author of Contents May Have Shifted“Holy Mōlī is a remarkable story of observation
and healing, of loss and adaptation, of curiosity and wisdom. From the early death of her mother
to her present-day role as citizen scientist, Hob Osterlund takes us on fascinating journeys into
her family’s past and the daily life of albatross colonies on Kaua‘i. Her affection for these
extraordinary birds makes this book a winner. I loved every page.”—HOPE EDELMAN, author of
Motherless Daughters“Hob Osterlund is a wonderful writer—intelligent, powerful, full of grace
and humor—and she has a wonderful story to tell. Who else could so perfectly describe the
sweet smell of an albatross feather or the swelling in her heart when a chick she’s known since
the moment of hatch finally takes wing?”—KATHLEEN DEAN MOORE, author of Wild Comfort:



The Solace of Nature“Holy Mōlī flows with a funny, lively, unique style—lots of snazzy and jazzy
writing, sparkling language, and delightful, entertaining turns of thought. It glitters with a strong,
humorous voice.”—SHARMAN APT RUSSELL, author of Diary of a Citizen Scientist: Chasing
Tiger Beetles and Other New Ways of Engaging the World“Hob is one helluva writer and Holy
Mōlī is holy-crap good. Lyrical, uplifting, heart-breaking, sweet, and a whole lot else.”—SCOTT
WEIDENSAUL, Pulitzer Prize finalist for Living on the Wind: Across the Hemisphere With
Migratory Birds“Holy Mōlī touches a deep chord that reverberates in all our hearts. Wondrous
mysteries of life and death and nature and the webs of interconnections. Hob Osterlund’s
journey of healing leads to an incredible gift for all of us; her wise and witty words and exquisite
images wake us up to the world of one of the most amazing creatures on this planet, the
albatross. So grateful for Hob’s teachings that encourage us to really see and soar.”—SUSAN
BAUER-WU, author of Leaves Falling Gently and President of Mind & Life Institute“Hob
Osterlund is a witness to beauty. Her words ground that sacred witnessing on the page with
joyous revelations, not without sorrow. The full range of emotion is hers. I look forward to her
ongoing relationship of wonder with the albatross.”—TERRY TEMPEST WILLIAMS, author of
Refuge: An Unnatural History of Family and Place“Holy Mōlī will grab the heart and imagination
of everybody and their mother. Not only is the story at once both simple and epic, but Hob
Osterlund—with her generous spirit, her brilliant storytelling, her uniquely qualified perspective
and her unflappable charm—will win her an audience who will find nourishment, joy, solace, and
inspiration in her writing.”—GINA BARRECA, author of They Used to Call Me Snow White But I
Drifted“The albatross is a bird of superlatives, and Hob Osterlund is a superlative writer
extraordinarily devoted to her magnificent subject. She’s adept at capturing the bird’s divine
grace and endearing awkwardness, relaying the drama and humor of its days, and inspiring her
readers to protect this legendary wanderer. You’ll love Holy Mōlī!”—SY MONTGOMERY, author
of Birdology“I love Hob’s writing. Her stories are delightful, entertaining and intimate. Because of
her rare ability to take us inside the lives of these amazing birds, the albatross may fly onto
center stage among charismatic animals, just as penguins did a few years ago.”—STACEY
O’BRIEN, author of New York Times bestseller Wesley the Owl: The Remarkable Love Story of
an Owl and His Girl
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OneArriving I SAT CROSS-LEGGED in a grove of ironwood trees on the north shore of Kaua‘i.
The ground was spongy with years of fallen needles, ruddy as the dirt. Wispy branches rippled in
the gentle trade winds. Sounds of the forest swirled like smoke: the surge of the surf below, the
trill of songbirds, the balmy breeze. It smelled like rain.A party was rocking on the plateau above
me. One by one, adolescent Laysan albatross—known as mōlī in Hawaiian—were arriving from
their rounds of other coastal colonies. All of them were crazy for courtship. They stood on
tiptoes, pointed their bills skyward, and made music in the manner of their clan everywhere.
Some notes were high-pitched like children screeching with joy in the waves of Hanalei Bay,
some were low and plaintive like monks chanting Buddhist mantras. The birds bobbed
themselves into oblivion, lost as dervishes in the dance.Prior to my having the opportunity to
monitor these magnificent beings, most of my knowledge about birds came from three sources:
my nature-loving mother, the pigeons I raised as a young girl, and my undergraduate studies in
ecology at Cal Berkeley. My awareness of albatross, however, was limited to the misleading
metaphor from the eighteenth-century epic poem by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner. The familiar expression albatross around your neck connotes a heavy burden,
an endless problem, an inescapable legacy.It’s a bad rap, and wholly undeserved. In The Rime,
a benevolent albatross leads a marooned ship to safety, saving the lives of all the sailors on
board. One of the mariners gets drunk and kills the mōlī with his crossbow. Just so, the wind
perishes. In retaliation, the mariner’s shipmates—all of them now dying of thirst—force the
mariner to wear the bird’s big body around his neck as a symbol of his ignorance.In the centuries
since, The Rime’s avian hero somehow morphed from innocent to guilty in the collective human
imagination. It’s a good act, but nothing could be further from the truth. No matter what measure
you use, mōlī characteristics are superlative. They live longer in the wild than most—if not all—



feathered species. The current title “oldest known wild bird in the world” is held by Wisdom, a
sixty-four-year-old who still raises babies and appears forever young, indistinguishable from
birds six decades her junior. Albatross are peerless parents. Mothers and fathers work equally
hard at the rigors of rearing a chick. Laysans fly the equivalent of New York to San Francisco
round trip just to deliver dinner to their chicks. Adults forage millions of square miles of the North
Pacific, from British Columbia to Japan, then somehow manage to find their postage-stamp-
sized nesting grounds without the help of a single landmark. Hawaiian colonies have a
significant presence of female-female pairs, a phenomenon not well known in other nonhuman
animals. As a rule, albatross are peace loving. They wouldn’t recognize a predator if it walked up
and bit them on their bills. In Hawai‘i they are considered ‘aumākua, cherished ancestors and
guardian spirits.As impressive as Wisdom is, there’s at least one other notable pioneer, a bird
we’ll call Makani. Although albatross typically practice extraordinary fidelity to their hatch sites,
our hero chose another option. She flew south to Kaua‘i, an island where her species had likely
been extirpated a millennium before. Like the vast majority of Laysans, she grew up on Midway
Atoll. Why did she bypass such an enormous pool of potential mates and travel more than one
thousand miles in the opposite direction of her family and primary food source? Why did she
leave her home and risk the dangers of an island with a sizable census of humans?Makani
ultimately found a mate, brought him home, and raised a baby. All the hundreds of chicks
hatched on Kaua‘i since 1979 owe her a debt of gratitude, as do all future generations. They fly
on the wings of her courage and wayfinding.I squinted through my telephoto to freeze-frame the
mōlī singles bar scene above me. The birds used more than a dozen dance steps, synchronizing
moves like the bow, the stare, and the whinny. There was the head flick, the bill clapper, and the
sky snap. The bill-under-wing posture resembled Kevin Kline’s armpit sniff in A Fish Called
Wanda. The rapid bill touching looked like Olympic fencing parries, and the mutual moo seemed
frankly ecstatic. Collectively the movements appeared to be a creative dance depiction of an
entire albatross lifespan, a collage of positions of nest building, food begging, flight takeoffs,
walking, napping, and lovemaking. It was all there, their story, a living ritual and a rowdy
celebration.With wingspans as wide as Kobe Bryant is tall, you’d think the birds would be hefty.
Not at all. The basketball player’s body is about thirty times heavier than theirs. Partly
constructed with air sacs, their structure is supported by a skeleton of hollow bones. Imagine an
inflated football. Cover it with feathers, white on the torso and dark chocolate on the wings, then
add wide webbed feet. Put on a head with intelligent dark eyes. Add a pinkish bill with a sharp
grey tip that can tickle or tear flesh, depending. Add more feathered footballs with their groove
on, and you’ve got yourself a bash.I was so focused on the party I didn’t notice an animal coming
up behind me until it was too late. I turned my head, my heart in my throat. There was no need for
fear. It was an albatross headed up the hill. Her webs were as supple as goatskin gloves. Her
footsteps created an almost inaudible crunch in the ironwood litter, like the sound of your
fingertips on your scalp when you run your hand through your hair.“Hey,” I whispered gratefully,
my anxiety dissipating. The bird gave no indication she shared either my fright or my relief. In



fact, she took no notice of me at all. Since mōlī usually nest on uninhabited Hawaiian Islands
with no native predators, most of them haven’t learned to regard humans with any particular
alarm. This albatross only had eyes for the boogie on the bluff. She stepped on my foot as she
padded past. I was as irrelevant as a root.I’d never received higher praise.How could that be?
For most of my life, beneath the surface current of my days, I’d felt an undertow of shame. I’d felt
dangerous—criminal even—since the death of my mother when I was a child. It was such a
horrific loss I could only assume it was my fault. I had no other framework to hang it from. No one
suggested I had caused my mother’s illness, but I inferred it all the same. In a way, the absence
of blame from others made my offense seem all the more heinous. Whatever I’d done must have
been so awful, I told myself, no one could say it aloud. It was up to me to name it, to risk its
poison on my tongue. I had vowed to bring my mother back, to reverse the damage I’d done,
whatever it took.Immediately after the albatross stepped on my foot, I was washed with a
mysterious and glorious sensation of freedom. It took a long time to find words to describe it, but
it felt like the bird had somehow offered me a brief pardon from my crime. If such an iconic
animal reckoned me as benign as a stump, perhaps it was possible to be released from the
prison of my own promise to my mother.I didn’t know it then, but my resolve to serve the birds
began in that moment.Over the years, I evolved from being an admirer with a schoolgirl crush to
a citizen scientist with a camera and a team. Because of the birds’ urgent need for safe nesting
in places well above sea level, I founded the Kaua‘i Albatross Network and became a habitat
liaison for several private property owners. I documented leg bands, trapped predators, assisted
with egg adoptions, found funding sources, coordinated a live-streaming camera, served on a
task force for an ordinance to control feral cats, and gathered with experts on mongoose
eradication. I took tens of thousands of photos with my camera, “Beatrice,” named after my
mother. I guided visitors, published articles, and gave community talks.No creature—winged,
furred, or high-heeled—is more stunning or entertaining to me. From a distance, an albatross in
flight glows like an orb; banking perpendicular to the earth, the bird’s profile looks like a flying
fettuccine. Close up, charcoal eye shadows draw you into a mesmerizing face. It’s the stuff of
awe and poetry.In the last century we’ve given them countless opportunities to distrust us. We’ve
killed inconceivable numbers of them for their feathers. We’ve bombed their nurseries. We’ve
stolen mountains of their eggs for albumen. Still, they don’t look at us and see an enemy. How
can that be?There are other questions. Was the Kaua‘i appearance of mōlī merely coincidence,
a statistical artifact, a random meaningless act? Or did the birds sense something looming at
Midway—their low-lying mother ship—the largest albatross colony on earth and home to more
than 95 percent of their species? We know they can predict weather. Can they predict sea level
rise? Are they building their Noah’s Ark?

Holy Moli Albatross hulu, Holy Moli Albatross HyVee, Holy Moli Albatross heardle, Holy Moli
Albatross hotmail, Holy Moli hawaiian bros, Holy Moli Hobby Lobby, Holy Moli hbo max
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Dahlia, “An amazing 'tross tale for all ages!. I am a 12 year old girl and a total bird nerd ;). I watch
the Cornell albatross cam and I have adored albatross since the first time I saw them. I got this
book as soon as I could and absolutely loved it! Such a beautiful story about albatross and
Hob's incredible life journey! This book is well written and I fell in love with it after just the first
page. Also very funny in some parts. Not going to give anything away but I'll just say two words:
kitty umbrellas. Anyways, a wonderful book and definitely a must-read!! Thank you Hob, this
book is my new favorite!!***UPDATED 5/20/16 - My daughter insisted I read Holy Moli after she
finished it. I’m usually not big on nonfiction, but after reading the first couple of pages of this
book I was hooked. The author has a gift of touching your soul with her candor and wit. The part
about her mother and step mother broke my heart and brought me to tears. If you’re on the
fence about reading this book because you’re not a bird person or you know nothing about
Albatross – read it! You won’t regret it. This book touches upon the common human
experiences of self-doubt, love, loss, and the journey to find your way in the world. I have a
feeling this is one of those books that will live with me forever in the corner of my mind.”

Kat Pal, “You will smile, laugh and cry, all within span of few pages. Transformative yet light read..
I have been following Hob on Facebook and enjoy her photos and stories of Moli every day. She
is a lovely , powerful and humorous person! My dream is one day to meet her and help her with
albatross conservation and to photograph them. I have also applied to volunteer on Midway Atoll
this year and truly hope to be selected.This book is simply delightful, eye opening and heart
swelling. The storytelling style of Hob is very relatable and immediately transports you into a
situation. The selection of anecdotes is colorful, ranging from heart lifting to heartbreaking. Ola
and Loa- oh why! Wihtout being preachy, Hob interweaves the stories with morals of pollution
and importance of animal protection as well as lessons in ancient importance of Moli. I truly feel
that she helped me be more responsible human when it comes to recycling, picking products
with less plastic, etc.There is something very tribal about these stories that transport you in time
and place.You will smile, laugh and cry, all within span of few pages. This might be a light read
for some but for others it will be life altering few days.Con:I have read the book in three days
( and that was me trying to hold back and not binge).”

Deb, “A magical read. My mother knew how to save the best for last; on the rare occasions when
we'd have steak or some other delicacy, she'd save the best bite for last. I always wondered what
would happen if she was too full to eat it; but she had also mastered moderation. The last bite, to
be savored, not sullied by anything afterward. Sometimes when I read a book, I feel that way. As
the book comes to a close, I try to slow down and read with moderation. And then, the last
page...the last words...the last bite. I don't want to talk about the book right away, to sully the
author's magic with my own words. And so it was this afternoon, as I finished Hob Osterlund's



book, Holy Mōlī. Thankfully, a thunderstorm overhead enveloped me as I read the last line,
giving me reprieve from other thoughts. The book: I laughed, I cried, I wondered, I learned, I
nodded...I savored. Thank you, Hob, for sharing the journey of the Albatross and of you. There is
magic to savor.”

garden girl, “Birder. Lovely book, integrating personal growth with special knowledge of a rare
bird specie.”

Nicki, “Holy Moli is right! What an incredible gift Hob .... Holy Moli is right! What an incredible gift
Hob Osterlund has shared with us. The gentle world of Albatross, never before shown in such
loving detail. The chance to read life stories of some of these magnificent, sentient beings. Who
can not be moved by the story of the twins fighting to live against all odds, or the fledging of
Mango from an infinity pool at the edge of a bluff on Kaui?. Life affirming, soul stirring, wondrous
prose, glorious praise.  One the wings of albatross these stories soar”

Charles Dayton, “Magical and poignant.. Hob is a wonderful writer, and this is a magical book.
She makes this bird remarkably real through her deep study of the species brought to life
through story after story of their trials, tribulations, and victories. The many humorous and
poignant episodes, described often in amusing metaphors, make the book read like a mystery
you can't put down. It's hard to believe some of their feats, spending most of their lives in the air,
covering thousands of miles every year, even flying in their sleep. There is also a deeply
meaningful personal story woven through the book. On a topic I knew almost nothing about, and
learned that what I did know was wrong (that albatross around the neck business), I was
amazed at how much fun this book was, what a page turner it is, and how much I now care about
the albatross, and about anyone who faces the loss Hob did in childhood.”

Kaelpe83, “Holy Moli, a book I'd read again!. Interesting, informative, and often humorous book,
which really puts the reader into the perspective of the narrator (and sometimes the birds!). I
couldn't put it down, and recommend it for anyone interested in birds, family, social/behavioral
wildlife studies, traveling, etc. etc. There are some great life-lessons in these pages.”

Terry Rusinow, “A great Read!. If you love nature, birds or just an interesting memoir, this has it
all. I've seen these incredible birds in Hawaii, and this book had so much wonderful information
plus an interesting memoir from the writer.  Highly recommend it.”

Ms. Lesley Young, “A magical and beautiful memoir about love and life. I was recommended this
memoir by a very good friend. If you are looking for a healing memoir to uplift you in these
difficult and challenging times, I would highly recommend Holy Moli: Albatross and Other
Ancestors, by Hob Osterlund. This is a mesmerising and compulsive story; fascinating, lively
and humorous. It is a natural history of the Albatross, and a testament to the author’s own



ancestry and life. Hob recounts her story gratefully, weaving tales of courage, pain, grief and
freedom seamlessly into the narrative. But above all this is a love story, a tale of beauty and
grace.  I loved it!”

The book by Hob Osterlund has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 69 people have provided feedback.
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